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TRENDS & FORECASTING

The People’s Reset – How The Freedom Movement Is
Changing The World

By Derrick Broze

We are now at the two-year anniversary of the declaration of the
COVID-19 "pandemic". This momentous event has altered the
lives of nearly every person on this planet.

For many activists – specifically, activists who have been aware
of, or recently become aware of, the so-called "New World Order"
– this event represented an acceleration of agendas and trends
we have long feared were in the works. These agendas include
the further push towards a surveillance state, global control of the
money supply and launching of central bank digital currencies,
increasing governmental powers, and mass propagandizing of the
people.
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That COVID19 was not about a virus – or lack thereof – became
all the more clear in early June 2020, when the World Economic
Forum announced "The Great Reset", a plan to remake the world
in their vision of a top-down, centralized, command-and-control
economy. Over the last year and a half since that announcement,
millions of people around the world have awoken to this
technocratic, authoritarian agenda. While the corporate media
continues their mental gymnastics and gaslighting, calling anyone
who references the open secret a "conspiracy theorist," their
tactics are losing power.

They are losing influence because the signs are increasingly
obvious that powers within and without the governmental structure
are refusing to let the engineered COVID19 crisis go to waste. So,
while the Predator Class makes a mad dash for the finish line,
desperately attempting to fulfill their generational plan of total
domination of the planet, the people are waking from slumber at
an exponential rate.

The People's Reset

I have experienced this directly in my own life as an activist and
journalist who has focused on exposing these agendas since
2010. The amount of people questioning the various narratives is
beyond anything I saw in the 2010s. Not only have the numbers
grown, but the type of person to become "awake" has also
expanded. It's not just your weirdo, fringe uncle spouting off
theories about deep underground military bases and something
called Project Bluebeam. Now we have soccer mom truthers and
other folks who might generally be labeled "normies" – just
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average people living their lives who previously never saw
themselves as activists.

In fact, in the last 3-5 years I have also witnessed a merging of
different "alternative" communities as the freedom movement
grows with the worldwide awakening. Crypto folk, psychedelic
advocates and researchers, Anarchists and Agorists, health
freedom fighters, spiritual adventurers and consciousness raisers
– have all found a home under this banner of the Freedom/Truth
movement.

Fundamentally, I believe this is happening as a reaction to the
noose tightening around our necks. Many, many people are
realizing what myself and others action-oriented activists have
realized for a decade or more: Being Awake is not enough. You
have to be Activated.

Quite simply, knowing that the world is being run by psychopaths
is not enough. We must act to stop them from continuing their
cycle of domination and violence. We must do the difficult work
now, so we may ensure a better future for the coming generations.
This will not be an easy or simple task. It will be one that begins
with us and is picked up by our children and grandchildren. They
will carry the torch for human liberty as we do now.

Along with a growing movement of people from all walks of life,
the recent years have brought a more solutions-focused approach
into the conversation. In years past, activists would spend the
week of the elusive Bilderberg Group, or the World Economic
Forum's annual gathering in Davos, Switzerland, obsessing over
what "they" are talking about. Activists would fly from all over the
world to protest and confront the media moguls, politicians,
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business leaders, and other highly influential players. While
confronting those who attempt to wield power can be an important
show of resistance, we have also allowed the Predator Class to
dictate our actions. Rather than focusing on what WE can do to
empower and improve the world, many of us have spent most of
our time being reactionary.

That time has passed. Now, it seems, a growing multitude of
activists and organizers around the world have recognized how
vital it is to focus on solutions for the coming technocracy.
Thankfully, it seems the public has largely received the message.

In addition to state tyranny, the last two years have also shown us
mass resistance to mandates and travel restrictions. Most
recently, the Freedom Convoy movements in Canada, Australia,
and the US are sending a message to the authoritarians. We have
seen the creation of counter-economic markets producing fake
PCR tests and vaccine passports. All around the world people are
coming to understand the importance of having strong local
support networks, or Freedom Cells.

It's clear that there is a desire for solutions. It's up to us as
individuals and as an international community to lay the
foundation for the parallel society many of us are working towards.

The Greater Reset: Integration

There can be no clearer sign that the Truth/Freedom community is
ready to focus on solutions than the rapid growth of The Greater
Reset Activation, a hybrid event I helped launch with the Freedom
Cell Network in January 2021. The Activation is a hybrid event
because it is streamed online and in person, in two countries,
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Central Texas in the U.S. and Morelia in Mexico, which combines
elements of a conference and festival.

The Greater Reset Activation was specifically held in January to
offer a direct alternative to the World Economic Forum's annual
meeting in Davos. In January of this year, we returned with our
3rd event, The Greater Reset: Integration. The theme of
integration was meant to encourage our speakers and attendees
to consider how they can integrate the solutions being presented
into their lives.

The Activation is one of the only events in the world that focuses
exclusively on solutions in 5 different areas of concern. The
themes included:

● Liberate Your Mind, Body, and Soul
● Agorism & Parallel Networks
● Permaculture & Food Independence
● Take Back Our Tech
● Building Free & Conscious Communities

Where the WEF and the UN look at these areas and consider how
they can micro-manage and centrally plan, we ask how can our
communities break free from the mainstream economy and food
production systems? How do we build more independence and
autonomy?

Fortunately, these are popular ideas at the moment – and in
person attendance for The Greater Reset in Mexico tripled, with
400 people coming from more than a dozen countries to gather as
a community. Additionally, more than 24 countries tuned in to
watch the event from the comfort of their homes. We also had
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dozens of "Activation Hubs," organized watch parties and
gatherings happening all over the planet.

The growth of The Greater Reset mirrors the growth of The
Freedom Cell Network, which saw online "membership" go from
2,000 in early 2020, to over 30,000 in 2022. I believe this reflects
the growth of the overall Truth and Freedom movements which
are intersecting in recent years.

While none of us can predict exactly what the next decade looks
like, we can see trends that may shape the years to come. One of
the trends I believe will only increase in influence is that of the
Activation movement. That is, the section of the overall
Truth/Freedom community that is absolutely, sometimes
exclusively, focused on solutions for our troubling times. Again, it's
not enough to be "Awake."

You can know the history of technocracy and deep politics, but
unless you find some way to act, a method in which you can
liberate yourself from the clutches of this evil machine, you will
surely suffer the consequences. If we want to create an alternative
to The Great Reset we must act. We must opt out of the systems
which attempt to enslave us.

The goal of this solutions-focused movement is to set in motion an
alternative vision for the coming generations. A vision of liberation,
decentralization, individual liberty, self-ownership, and community.
This is what the Freedom Cell Network, The Greater Reset, The
Conscious Resistance, and Counter Markets are focused on. We
hope you will join us.
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ENTREPRENEURSHIP
The Need For Unstoppable Monetization

By Vin Armani

The past month, February 2022, laid bare what will surely be an
ongoing strategy of the powers that be. The best way to
characterize this strategy is “the weaponization of bureaucracy.”

Although the last two years have seen a global parade of the
manipulation of bureaucratic institutions to deal with a “public
health emergency,” this last month saw the cancer spread beyond
the scope of public health. The two most notable examples were:
the actions taken by the Canadian government that resulted in the
freezing and seizing of the bank account of (tens of?) thousands
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of Canadian citizens who had committed no crime; and the
sanctioning of Russian individuals and businesses by both
governmental and corporate entities over the invasion of Ukraine.

These two events, still ongoing as I write these words, are
unprecedented and ominous, especially given what we know (and
what I have written about in past articles) regarding the impending
rollout of digital IDs and Central Bank Digital Currencies (CBDCs).

In this article I will discuss what these two events signify and
discuss the orientation I believe is necessary to mitigate the
negative effects of this paradigm shift in the coming years.

To understand how the weaponization of bureaucratic institutions
differs from methods of state control seen in the West in previous
eras, we can examine the attempt, stymied by the US Supreme
Court, of the Biden administration to push through employer
vaccine mandates. The tactic used was not to move a bill through
Congress and sign it into law. Instead, a version of the executive
order pattern was used. Biden ordered an agency, the
Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA), over
which he has command, to issue a rule that employers with 100
or more employees would need to mandate vaccines for those
employees. OSHA rules must be observed by all US employers.
Failure to abide by OSHA rules can lead to criminal and civil
penalties, depending on the infraction. OSHA is a literal bureau of
the US Department of Labor. It is a bureau under the direct
operational control of The President Of The United States, in his
role as head of the executive branch of the US government. The
order issued by Biden was a “diktat,” defined by the Oxford
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Dictionary as “an order or decree imposed by someone in power
without popular consent.”

In issuing the order, Joe Biden was behaving as a literal dictator.
That, on such an important and potentially life-or-death medical
decision, we have now reached a period where a US president
would seek to implement a dictatorship should give us all pause.
George Orwell wrote, in his novel 1984, “We know that no one
ever seizes power with the intention of relinquishing it. Power is
not a means; it is an end.” Biden's move was a harbinger of a new
paradigm of power, at least for “those who have eyes to see and
ears to hear.”

For a month, beginning in January and extending until late last
month, Canadian truckers and their supporters occupied
Parliament Hill in Ottawa and blockaded several ports of entry on
the US/Canada border. At issue in the protest was a rule (again,
not a law voted on by Parliament) issued by the Canadian
Ministry of Health that, beginning January 15th, certain classes of
travelers, including truck drivers, who were formerly exempt from
vaccine requirements for re-entry into Canada, would now be
required to either be vaccinated or present a negative COVID test
and quarantine for two weeks after entry.

The protest ballooned both in terms of who was participating and
what was being protested. By the time the last protester was
finally cleared from the area around Parliament, the protest had
become a revolt against Prime Minister Justin Trudeau and his
government. It was what came at the end of the protest, as
Trudeau cracked down and ended the event, that shocked the
world. Using a never-before-enacted “emergency powers act,”
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Trudeau ordered the agencies under his control to suspend
certain safeguards and civil liberties. Simultaneously, the Finance
Minister, Chrystia Freeland, announced that accounts at banks
and other financial institutions that were even merely suspected of
having been used to support the protesters (i.e. an individual who
used their checking account to donate to a protest organization)
could be seized and/or frozen, by the financial institutions
themselves, without a formal court order or request from law
enforcement and with immunity from civil action.

Even as I write this, I have personal knowledge of individuals and
businesses whose corporate and personal accounts were frozen
for mere donations to the tucker protest organizations. Those
holds are still active. This move, unheard of before now, is, in
essence, the deputizing of corporate interests to act as partisan
regulatory enforcement agencies. Those who have been subject
to enforcement have been turned into the enforcers.

The line between government and “private” business has been
blurred beyond recognition. The terms for such an unholy
alliance, especially when it results in negative consequences for
the public at large, is “fascism.”

On the heels of the insanity in Canada, Russia began a nominal
invasion of Ukraine. Russian president Vladimir Putin laid out his
goals in the military operation as the recognition and liberation of
two breakaway republics in the Eastern Donbas region of
Ukraine, as well the “demilitarization and denazification” of
Ukraine. In the week since the invasion began (at the time of this
writing) there has arguably been more bullshit flying (in the form
of propaganda) than there has been munitions. The Western
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world, particularly those who have already shown themselves to
be under the hypnotic control of the establishment media, have
basically forgotten all about the “pandemic” and have picked up
defense of Ukraine (an all but unknown country for the majority of
English speakers) as “priority number one of Western civilization.”

Unsurprisingly, governments around the world have imposed
sanctions on Vladimir Putin, his political allies, and key Russian
financial institutions. The ferocity with which non-governmental
entities and individuals have fallen into russophobia, however, is
remarkable. Companies like Apple stopped, at least temporarily,
operating stores in Russia. FedEx and UPS refused to deliver
packages. Junior hockey leagues in Canada are not allowing
Russian players to participate. World renowned soprano, Anna
Netrebko, has been blackballed and forced to cancel her
upcoming appearances at The Metropolitan Opera in New York
after she was given an ultimatum of either publicly denouncing
her president (she did express her opposition to the war) or not
being allowed to perform.

In my own world, one of my wife’s best friends here in Saipan –
my wife and children are dual US/Russian citizens – has a
severely autistic teenage son (a US citizen who has lived his
whole life in the US) who lives in Texas and was bullied to the
point of a breakdown because of his Russian ethnicity. It’s one
thing for kids to be cruel, but it is another for respected American
institutions of art and commerce to unilaterally decide to sever
economic ties with the people of a major world power at the drop
of a hat. This is the sign of something dark on the horizon. The
weaponization of corporate bureaucracy to serve the interests of
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the powerful, as they fight for world domination, is a novel
phenomenon, at least in the way we are encountering it this year.

For many readers of this publication, the knee-jerk reaction to
what we see in the world is to express the desire to retreat into a
more off-the-grid, self-sufficient siloed life. I have great sympathy
for this impulse, and I agree that greater self-reliance is a worthy
pursuit. However, the world as we know it – the financial,
communication and social institutions – are not on the brink of
collapse, they are in the midst of transformation. There will be no
hiding out on a homestead, at least not forever. While we can
reduce our dependence on the system, it is not to our advantage
to cut ourselves completely off from it, particularly if we can
participate in a manner that is both profitable in an economic
sense and principled in an ethical and moral sense. If you are
reading this article, you are likely the type of person who has no
interest in participating in anything that remotely looks like the
“mark of the beast.” How can we orient ourselves to properly meet
the challenge that is forming before us?

Bureaucracies are marked by their predictability and rigidness.
One notable facet of the scenarios I detailed above is that, in all
cases, the powers leveraged by the bureaucracies were powers
those institutions were quite open about having always
possessed. Also, the individuals affected by the rules did not
change in scope. In the case of Canada, the financial institutions
who were bound (or volunteered) to obey the diktat of Trudeau
and Freeland were entities that had voluntarily submitted to the
regulatory authority by virtue of being a licensed financial
institution within the jurisdiction of Canada. In the case of the
abandoned Biden vaccine mandate, the companies that would be
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forced to uphold the rule were companies that were already
regulated (voluntarily) by OSHA.

When bureaucracies are only just an annoyance, and not
completely corrupt, it is easier to simply submit to their regulatory
authority than find means of not being regulated at all. Very few
people take the time to sift through the endless rules and policies
of such institutions in search of exemptions. As someone who,
perhaps masochistically, does wade through such rules, I can
assure you that exemptions abound. Even where there are not
exemptions, there are always zones of operation where the
enforcement (for whatever reason) is non-existent. More often
than not this lack of enforcement comes from the cultural
momentum of the institution itself and, therefore, can generally be
thought of as being permanent. If we distance ourselves
completely from the institution, we never see these opportunities.
We cannot see the cracks in the walls, the vulnerabilities, if we
refuse to get close enough to examine in detail.

The way to challenge the new paradigm of total control through
bureaucratic corruption is, in large part, to expose the hypocrisy
and contradictions within their own rules and enforcement. The
contradictions coalesce into the general acknowledgment of the
absurdity at hand. It is that acknowledgment of absurdity, albeit it
a brutal and terrible type of absurdity, is what eventually led to the
fall and dissolution of the Soviet empire. If we are to be agents of
righteousness, if we are to present a way of being that is not
corrupt, we need to build parallel, competing systems while
simultaneously having the courage to stand in the face of the
rotten corpse of the civilization we once knew. We, at Counter
Markets, along with you, our community, will be here to narrate
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the shift, as we have been for the last five years, and to be
examples of the individual agency required to move ourselves
through the approaching storm.
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WEALTH

It’s Time To Step Up Your Preps

By Jeff Paul

I admit to getting a little lazy about prepping. In the early days of
COVID, we stocked our pantry with over 3+ months worth of food
and other essentials. Distracted by other pursuits, our pantry has
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dwindled a bit in the last six months. The emergence of the
Trucker protests and the war in Ukraine has renewed my focus. In
this article, I’ll share with you EXACTLY what I’m doing to rebuild
my pantry, down to the precise costs of goods.

First, why the renewed urgency? The need to be prepared never
went away. As far as I can tell, supply chain disruption and
inflation are still the biggest material concerns. With a new world
war potentially looming, energy prices are going parabolic. Here
in Washington state, it seems like gasoline has been climbing
around $.10 per day the last couple weeks. Meanwhile, food
prices and shortages are under pressure from multiple fronts. But
those are just data points of something bigger.

Check out the gas prices in the post-apocalyptic film I Am Legend. Look familiar?
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Lately, Vin (Cyprian) has been triggering people on Twitter by
saying that guns and preps won’t protect you from what is
coming. I agree. Ultimately, you’ll need immaterial things like a
strong spiritual foundation, a devoted community, and useful
knowledge and skills.

Having a fully stocked pantry and freezer only buys us some time
if things get ugly. If there is no way to sustainably replace that
food, even the most prepared households will quickly struggle.
Having guns and ammo can help protect your family from the
random tweaker, but not from organized hordes of marauders.
And, yes, a gun can also help us procure food through hunting,
but game will soon be scarce if the masses are starving. Although
having these items is way better than money in the bank, they
alone will not be sufficient to survive a sustained crisis.

The primary reason for my renewed focus on prepping is that I get
occasional flashes of where I think things are headed. It’s such a
dark mental place that I usually find an immediate distraction to
forget about it. In short, I think a mass culling of the human
population has begun through economic devastation, disease,
starvation, war and violent crime. I believe the human population
probably peaked in 2020 and will now decline, perhaps
dramatically during brief stretches.

I’m not sure if it’s a grand plan orchestrated by the rulers, but they
certainly won’t object. Many of them openly advocate for steep
population reduction. It just so happens that there are countless
NPCs who are soldiers to these ends without knowing it. They act
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on fear and instinct. And, as the meme says, there is nothing
more dangerous than stupid people in large groups.

I’m also not sure how long it will take until starvation is
experienced; it could take decades of governments handing out
more welfare and trying to fix prices. Or it could be a flip of the
switch where war freezes global trade and the dollar crashes
because it is no longer useful in international commerce. Socially,
people are already at each other’s throats and out for the blood of
their perceived enemies. Wait until they are truly desperate.
Perilous times.

I really hope I’m wrong. I don’t want to be blackpilled about the big
picture, especially with three sons. But I would feel so foolish if I
didn’t trust my gut and take action to protect and provide for my
family. It’s hard to deny new daily data pointing to a painful reset
of society.
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I recently drove through Tacoma and Olympia a few times. The
litter on the sides of the highway is third-world level and the
homeless camps are apocalyptic level. No one seems to care.
Instead of saying “Don’t litter. Keep Washington beautiful,” the
digital signs on the highway still read “Get Vaccinated…” It’s
already a dystopian nightmare.

Here’s the thing, even if we’re wrong about the severity of a
widespread collapse, everything we recommend in Counter
Markets is productive action toward personal independence.
These steps are valuable and useful no matter the macro
socioeconomic situation.

So let’s get into it…

Pantry For A Family of Six

Preparing meals for my family of six can be challenging,
especially if you have a couple of picky eaters. We cook a rotation
of only 8 dinner meals with the occasional unique recipe mixed in.
This is primarily because everyone enjoys those dishes, but it
also makes stocking the pantry much easier. As such, listing core
meal recipes and their ingredients is a great way to get started
with organizing your food stores. Same for breakfast and lunch
ingredients.

I did just that. I determined the amount needed for a 3-month
supply for all storable ingredients. Then I calculated the exact
cost. I was pleasantly surprised. It didn’t cost as much as I was
anticipating.
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Of course, we also eat a lot of fresh vegetables and dairy
products which are not included in that figure. We don’t store
those in our pantry or freezer, and they are not part of the
3-month stores. The preps in our pantry consist of canned goods,
dry goods, oils, spices and condiments. The preps in our freezer
consist of meats, veggies, breads, yeast, and more.

If shit hits the fan, our eating habits are likely to change. This
3-month supply could easily be stretched to last much longer. And
we usually keep more than 6-month reserves of certain items like
rice, pasta, flour, salt, vinegar, and more.

Our pantry is almost exclusively foods that we eat on a regular
basis. But we also have some emergency/apocalypse food that
we don’t normally eat. For instance, we have powdered milk and
dried beans but never use them. Also note, we bought a side of
beef (½ of a steer) that is not included in my spreadsheet
numbers but is part of our stores.

We also try to grow and source fresh veggies and dairy locally.
Getting our pantry more organized helped us see gaps we can fill
through our own food production. More on that later.

Pantry Inventory Checklists and Spreadsheets

Determined to be more organized, I created spreadsheets on
Google Sheets for our preps which has helped to visualize our
inventory. The fields include how many of each item for a 3-month
reserve, the cost per unit, total cost of the reserves, how many we
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have in the pantry, amount needed to fill our reserves, and the
expense to get to full reserves. It provides a quick snapshot of our
stores and reveals any gaps to fill.

Below are the spreadsheets when I first got organized. They show
exactly what we needed to fully stock our pantry and what it cost.
I used Costco pricing for nearly everything because that’s
primarily where we shop.

Some of the items may be placed into the wrong category, but
you get the picture.
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We often have many more things in our cupboards and freezers.
The lists above are staples that we consume regularly. And it’s
surprisingly affordable to keep them well supplied.
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The total cost to fill our pantry with three months of food staples
for a family of six is $1,610. Once I got re-focused, it cost us just
$698.50 to fill our reserves back up. We spend that much going
out to eat as a family a handful of times, which happens more
often when our pantry is disorganized. So having 3+ months of
food is ultimately less costly and it gives us peace of mind. And,
with the way food prices have been rising, it’s a superior form of
savings.

Additional Preps To Consider

Storing food is just one aspect of being more prepared. It’s also
worthwhile to store food-related items like alcohol, flavored drinks
and vitamins. And stockpiling medicine, toiletries and cleaning
supplies is wise as well.

No matter what the item is, it’s helpful to follow the same process
of identifying how much you use and set a goal for how much you
want in reserves. Buying extra slowly over time could help stay
within a budget.

Self-sufficiency

Going through the exercise of determining everything that we eat
has given me better insight into areas where we can improve.

We consume a lot of salad, fruit smoothies and steamed veggies.
We buy those ingredients fresh weekly. If there are major supply
disruptions for fresh produce, we would have very few veggies in
cans or the freezer. This is an area to improve.
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Our garden isn’t big enough to grow a large variety of storable
crops, but we can do a lot better to provide more self-reliance. For
example, lettuce is not a huge cost, yet I should never have to
buy it because I can grow it all year round. It’s not about the
savings; it’s about ensuring I always have fresh lettuce.

Another change I’m making this year is growing four times as
many San Marzano tomatoes. We use them for salads and for
making sauce. The goal is to can over 6 months of tomatoes
(36+/- jars) for our pantry. It’s a value of just $144 according to the
sheet above, but the practice of going from seed to sauce is
what’s valuable.

We’re planting twice as many potatoes, green beans and pickling
cucumbers as last year. I’d like to put up at least 26 jars of pickles
and dilly beans and a few months of potatoes. Again, not a big
savings financially, but priceless in terms of skills gained and
self-reliance.

Finally, we’re going to replace our flock of laying hens this year
with dual breeds for meat and eggs. With enough chickens to give
2-3 eggs per person per day, you’ll never starve. The plan is to
hatch some of their eggs every couple of months to raise some
chicks for meat and sell some locally.

Conclusion

I know this is woefully inadequate in a SHTF scenario, but it
provides a cushion of several months if someone loses their job,
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supply chains break, or prices generally go through the roof. If
things get really bad, we’ll all need a spiritual compass, a loyal
community, and skills to be more self-sufficient.

I hope by sharing my methods it will inspire you to take action to
get more organized with your prepping.
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BITCOIN & SILVER REPORTS

Bitcoin prices leveled off a bit during the past month. February
started off around $38,500, and today (March 7) we’re sitting at
roughly the same level, about $38,800. We’ve traded as high as
$45K, and as low as $35K over the past month, which seems to
have set the short-term trading range for now.

The single visit to $35K was very brief, and existed for about 2
hours one day. The visits to the $44K-$45K range happened 3
times: Feb 8-10, Feb 15-16, and March 1-2. While prices
ultimately failed to break through $45K each time, it’s important to
note that there were 3 separate attempts, and each one had a
two-day period of trading at the upper end of this range.
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Price movements like this typically lead to a breakout. The
support level of $35K was hit one time, and prices bounced from it
strongly right away. The $45K resistance level overhead will likely
be hit over and over until it cracks, clearing the way for a move
right up to $50K.

There has been a lot of talk recently about Bitcoin, and the entire
crypto ecosystem for that matter, and the tight correlation we’ve
seen to the NASDAQ. During the past few months this has
definitely been the case. Bitcoin has taken on a tech stock-like
trading pattern for some reason. It’s also important to note that
this is likely temporary. The correlation between Bitcoin and the
equities index has ranged from very tight to practically
non-existent in the past few years.

The reason for the recent correlation is likely the Federal Reserve
and its talk of rate hikes. Interest rate hikes will take a toll on
equities markets, slow down the speed of money in the economy,
and in the eyes of traders, it will reduce speculative capital that’s
been making its way into Bitcoin these past few years. Short term,
that may very well be true. Long term, though, we see no reason
to sell Bitcoin here, as it’s only become stronger, more widely
accessible, more widely accepted, and openly embraced by
anyone who’s ever had access cut off to their centrally controlled
funds.

Regardless if it’s truckers in Canada, citizens in Russia, or people
fleeing Ukraine, we’re seeing capital controls left and right that are
designed to keep citizens in their place. The beauty of
self-ownership of Bitcoin is that access can never be taken away,
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and funds can never be confiscated. There are no border
controls, no political agendas, no permission given to access your
funds depending upon your stance on the current issue of the
day. Bitcoin can be the anecdote to capital controls; and the more
we see, the stronger the case for Bitcoin becomes.

We’ve even seen governments around the world sing the praises
of blockchain technology, as Ukraine claims they’ll airdrop
cryptocurrency to every single citizen in their country. And just the
next day we’ve seen these same governments demonstrate a
complete and total misunderstanding of cryptocurrency as they
blast Bitcoin because it provides a way for Russian oligarchs to
circumvent Russia being cut off from the SWIFT network.

That’s precisely what makes Bitcoin so powerful. It has no
agenda, and it will not conform to any agenda. While the
decentralized finance community will gladly accept the fact that
some will use Bitcoin for good use and some will use it for bad
use (just like cash), governments around the world can’t be
counted on to have the same view. The second Bitcoin is used to
support something that runs in opposition to the status quo, we
can expect lots of saber rattling to take place. Ultimately, however,
it will have little to no effect on the network. The more controls
that governments attempt to put in place, the more we can expect
to see users embracing Bitcoin as the new safe haven.

Bitcoin demand hasn’t slowed in the least. If anything, it’s on the
rise, and the supply sitting on exchanges made available for
trading is at an all-time low. Just about every single development
in traditional finance is bullish for Bitcoin. We’ve seen dozens of
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new Bitcoin ETF applications filed with the SEC over the past few
months. While they continue to get rejected or delayed, it’s just a
matter of time before the approvals start coming in. Trading
access is coming online at just about every major brokerage
house. And regulations are being put in place that will allow banks
to custody Bitcoin and other cryptocurrency on their books. There
is really next to no bearish news lately, other than wild price
movement, and Bitcoin being used by people who governments
don’t like.

The fundamentals that have been driving Bitcoin prices higher
over the past several months haven’t changed. The long-term
picture here continues to point towards higher prices, despite the
short-term volatility. Our advice remains the same: sit back and
ride out the volatility with Bitcoin, and focus on the long-term
picture. For those of you who don’t own any, or want to buy more,
this pullback is one of the best opportunities we’ve had in some
time. In our view, it’s simply a matter of time before prices head
back up.

For anyone interested in earning 8-10% on a USD stablecoin, or
6% on Bitcoin, please visit this link and sign up.
https://countermarkets.com/crypto

For those of you who don’t own any Bitcoin, we suggest using
BlockFi to take your first position. Be careful with your position
sizing; don’t invest more than you’re comfortable losing. Also
expect major volatility, with possible price swings of 50% or more
in a matter of days.
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Silver Update

The silver market finally swung into action last month, moving
steadily higher all month long. February started off around $22.50,
and prices marched along in a steady upward trend all the way to
$25.70 where we sit today. That’s about a 15% move in a month’s
time, which is pretty massive for the precious metals market.

As we’ve stated in multiple past newsletters, we’re still in the
$21-$28 trading range for silver, which has been going on for
almost 2 years now. Anytime prices have traded down to the
$21-$22 range has been a wise time to buy silver. Last month at
$22.50 was a great entry, and for those who took advantage,
you’ve got a nice 15% gain on your position in just a month’s time.

Looking at short-term trading patterns (short term meaning 1-2
years for silver), prices have failed to break through and hold
above $25.50 on the last 4 attempts. Each time prices have
attempted, they’ve fallen back to the $22 range. This time we do
have a new war and social unrest to add to the equation, so
perhaps we’ll see silver finally break through this upper level and
test $28 again.
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Please keep in mind that silver tends to move very slowly, and
then make up for lost time with sharp moves one way or the other.
With this recent 15% surge, we’re actually short-term overbought,
and due for a pullback, or at least some lengthy sideways trading.
Based on what we’ve seen in the past, it could take weeks for
silver to consolidate after this move, as it builds a base for the
next breakout.

The one wildcard we have is the Russia/Ukraine situation. As
markets around the world respond with various sanctions, each
impacting each other with some sort of collateral financial
damage, we’ll no doubt see increased volatility and uncertainty.
This is precisely the environment in which gold and silver thrive.
So while we are overdue for a correction, or at least some
consolidation here, there’s always that chance that the markets
get spooked and send prices rocketing higher.

Longer term (meaning 10+ years), we’re not worried in the least
about silver going up or down in response to current events.
Silver will continue to play an important role in a variety of
consumer applications. And both gold and silver will continue to
serve as a hedge against inflation, as well as a safe haven during
times of financial uncertainty.

Our current view on silver remains largely the same. Silver is right
in the middle of a 21-month trading range, demand in consumer
applications is on the rise, and macroeconomic conditions are
near perfect for driving prices higher. Our advice is to continue to
sit tight here, and let time do the heavy lifting. Everything is in
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place for a great multi-year run for gold and silver, we just need to
be patient and accumulate more on the dips.

The premium-to-spot price in the physical market is still very high.
Prices for American Eagle coins are going for about $13 over
spot, meaning you’ll pay about $38.50 for a coin with $25.50
worth of silver content. That’s a 50% premium to spot, and we
really can’t suggest you buy at these levels. Historically, it’s
always better to be a seller of precious metals when premiums
are this high, as opposed to a buyer.

If you’re in the market for physical silver and unwilling to wait for
premiums to come back down, there are far better options if you
look at non-US coins. As we mentioned last month, Australian
Kangaroos and Canadian Maple Leafs are selling for about half
the premium that American Eagles are, about $5 per ounce
instead of $13. These coins are 99.9% silver, and contain just as
much silver content as the Eagles, but they cost about $8 less per
coin. If you’re looking to acquire physical bullion, these coins offer
a far better value for the time being.

Looking at the gold/silver ratio – in our last issue it came in at 80.
At the time of this writing, it’s down to 77, so a decent drop
compared to last month. The 20-year average of gold to silver is
about 60, so silver is a ways away from the long-term average. To
get back to the long-term average, we’d need to see silver climb
back to just over $33 per ounce, while gold prices don’t move at
all. Given they tend to move together, it’s likely that silver will
move more than gold in terms on a percentage basis.
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While silver isn’t the screaming bargain it was over a year ago
when the gold-to-silver ratio was near 100, a ratio of 77 still
makes silver more attractive than gold here. The last time this
ratio hit 100+, we saw silver spike about 50% in under a month,
so silver can definitely get moving and play catch-up, but it can
get very cheap before that happens as well.

If you don’t have any physical bullion, but still want exposure to
any price moves higher, look at PHYS or PSLV – both trade just
as easily on any stock exchange.

If you’re in the market for physical bullion we suggest you wait
until spot prices have come back to earth. For those of you who
don't mind paying these high premiums, we’d encourage you to
shop from a trusted supplier at Money Metals Exchange.
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SNEAK PEEK at next issue (April 2022)

TRENDS & FORECASTING

The Age Of Personal Sanctions Is Here

ENTREPRENEURSHIP

Strategies to Identify New Business Ideas

WEALTH

Family = Wealth

BITCOIN & SILVER REPORTS

Not a member yet?

Click HERE to Join Counter Markets!
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DISCLAIMER

This newsletter is not investment, legal or tax advice. The
information contained here is for educational and entertainment
purposes only. If you are considering a significant investment into
any assets or strategies mentioned here, it is best to consult a
licensed professional. No links will contain affiliates that make
costs higher for subscribers.
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